Harp Wheels
Brake on

Brake off

Your Musicmakers wheels consists of a platform, two heavy duty 7”
inch wheels, an attached nylon strap, and two wooden brakes, which
can be set once the harpist is ready to play.

Place your harp on the platform and figure out where the feet will
contact the back of the wheels platform. Then, install the felt pads
that are provided with the wheels to protect your harp feet.

There are three ways to affix the strap to the harp.
Method 1: Fasten the strap over just the feet.
Method 2: Loop the strap behind the pillar.
Method 3: (pictured) Place the strap over the feet AND behind the
pillar.
Pull the nylon strap tight to ensure that your harp is firmly held to
the platform.
You can see demonstrations of all 3 methods by watching the wheels
video on our website - http://www.harpkit.com/wheels

When the harp is attached to the wheels, just tip it back and the harp
becomes its own dolly for traveling wherever your harping takes you!
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Harp Wheels in a Gig Bag

If you have an EZ gig bag from Musicmakers, you’ll notice that there is a
false bottom in which you can slide the platform of the wheels.

The harp can stand on its own without additional support. Remove the
wheels from the bag to make it easier to load into a vehicle.

When you’re ready to get going, just tip the bag back and start rolling!

If you don’t have an EZ Bag from Musicmakers, you can still use the
wheels with your gig bag. This might require some extra materials, like
bungee cords, etc. You can see some helpful tips on the wheels video by
visting the following URL: http://www.harpkit.com/wheels
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